FEDERAL PRO SE LEGAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT
A PROJECT OF THE CITY BAR JUSTICE CENTER IN THE U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

Second Quarter Snapshot: 06/16/18 - 09/15/18

Second Quarter

- Assisted 121 individuals with 147 legal matters.
- 18/19 prospective plaintiffs dissuaded from filing meritless suits.
- Referred 18 litigants to onsite Brooklyn Community Services social worker.
- 5 litigants who we prepared for settlement negotiations settled their cases.

Client Feedback

"They gave me a lot of information and were always available to answer my questions or concerns. I appreciate the services they provided for me. The staff is amazing!"

"[The Project provided] help from correctly writing complaint ... to opposition to Motion to dismiss. [They provided a ] huge amount of advice and explanation of how the process works. Don't think I could have gotten as far as I have without Ms. Itaya."

Residence by County*

- Kings 49%
- Queens 17%
- Suffolk 9%
- Richmond 9%
- New York 7%
- Nassau 6%
- Bronx 2%

Matter Types

- Employment Discrimination 31%
- Civil Rights 27%
- State Law 10%
- Public Benefits 9%
- Misc 8%
- Other Employment 6%
- Torts 5%
- Foreclosure 4%